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By Cath White

And Some Very Hot Tips
For Business Growth
done to make it a success. Formerly, when I
was just a ‘young thing’,
I studied and trained on
very sound and proven
business success principles and business administration technology
that has held me in good
stead throughout all of
There is something al- my working and busimost romantic about the ness life.
look of someone who is
successful. I am mean- Also, I have studied a
ing successful in life business ‘Debug Techand business.
nology’ to find out what
was either working or
They shine, radiate and not working in the busigenerally amplify a con- ness and be able to redition of pride, self- pair anything that wasn’t
worth and confidence in working or make what
just about anything they was working go even
do. These people are better.
usually a pleasure to be
around as when things The study and correct
do go a little south, in- application of these
stead of the sky falling in, business
technologies
solutions are found that have brought me a lot
quickly alleviate and rec- of success. Without that
tify the situation.
technology, I believe I
would not have been so
As a woman I have fortunate in business.
rarely taken a back seat
role in business. I nor- Article continued on
mally step up and make page...14.
sure whatever needs doing in a business gets
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We Report On & Publish Endless Weekly
Waves Of Environmentally Friendly Good News,
Inspirational Stories & Positive Solutions
All Around The World To Help Make
People’s Lives Better.
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5 Steps To Effective Leadership
Negotiating
By Richard Brody

Come On Ladies Let’s
Show These Guys How
To Negotiate!

Far too often, organizations tend to neglect
paying sufficient attention, to the need for
their potential leaders
to become exceptional negotiators!
So many aspects of
leading, depend highly on whether one is
ready, able, willing
and capable of the
highest caliber of negotiating skills.
One of the challenges
in doing so, is very
few, truly understand
all the necessities
and nuances involved
in effectively using
the arts and sciences
of negotiations and
this, fail to properly
identify and differentiate between those who
may merely possess
some experience, versus others, with rel-

evant quality and ex- dress relevant and
pertise.
sustainable challenges, if he effectively
With that in mind, this negotiates, to create
article will attempt to better solutions and
briefly examine, dis- alternatives?
cuss and review 5 important steps towards Before
a qualeffective leadership ity leader commences
negotiating.
this process, he should
take the time and make
1. Identifying, clari- a concerted effort, to
fying and how one listen effectively, learn
heeds the priorities, from every conversagoals, needs and ob- tion and experience
jectives:
and proceed, with an
emphasis of genuine
Before one begins the empathy!
process, he must focus
on what he seeks and Unless this is the purhis reasons and rea- suit, how can the nesoning.
gotiations, regardless
of result, focus on the
Is he looking, both best direction, etc?
objectively and introspectively, at what he 2. Develop strategic
wants to accomplish, plan: Once one betand why it’s impor- ter understands needs,
tant/ essential?
goals and priorities,
Will he be able to ad- he should consider al-

ternatives and develop
a significant, relevant,
sustainable. strategic
plan!
One’s strategy must
be realistic, focused,
inspirational and motivating, if it is to
achieve the most essential components,
etc.!
Strategies
include
looking at alternatives, creating a preferred plan, while simultaneously having
contingency plans in
place, so adjustments
may be made, seamlessly, and efficiently.

ceed, and developing/
creating a focused,
relevant, sustainable
action plan.

from every conversation and experience,
he becomes capable
of proceeding with
the utmost degree of
Action plans must in- needed, genuine emclude a timetable, ta- pathy!
ble of responsibilities
and a step - by - step Article continued on
plan, to proceed for- page...6.
ward, to make one’s
organization
better
and more responsive!
4. Focus on empathy:

Effective leadership
must focus on the perceptions, needs, goals,
desires and priorities,
of one’s constituents,
rather than any per3. Perceive, conceive, sonal agenda and/ or
and create action self - interest!
plan: True leadership
begins with perceiv- When one listens far
ing of what needs to more than he speaks
be done, conceiving and commits to conof how to best pro- sistently
learning
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Classified Advertising 02 9837 4443
If you would like to advertise in our paper please call Derek or Cath
on the following numbers Sydney Australia ( 02 ) 9837 4443
Derek’s Mobile 0425 315 615 Cath’s Mobile 0423 470 701.
We distribute Online to 196 Countries via Facebook, Linkedin,
Twitter and email and getting a lot of great feedback
from Readers

Advertising Deadline 12 O’clock Every Friday
PRUDENTIAL PARTNERS Chartered Accountants
Level 4, 47 York Street Sydney NSW 2000
Australia T + 61 2 9290 2640 F + 61 2 9290 2641
info@prudentialpartners.com.au

Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com

www.healthelicious.com.au email: orders@healthelicious.com.au telephone: +61 (0)2 9552 3311
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If You Want No More Pain, Fly,
Drive Or Catch The Train To
Burwood Back
Pain.
(Please Click Picture To Watch The Video)

Personal Testimonial
From The Editor
Of The Good News
Newspaper.
Nick, Chris and all
the fantasic staff
at Burwood Back
Pain have been my
saving grace and
guardian
angel’s
for many years.
Years ago after a
very serious lower
back collapse when
I was bent over and
doubled up in serious

pain, Nick, Chris and
all the staff cared for
me so well that between them they kept
me from having to
spend the rest of my
life in a wheelchair.
Since then they have
rescued me from
quite a number of
serious spinal and
neck problems. I cannot recommend them
all highly enough.
Derek White.

Everything Is Connected.
If One Thing Is Out Of
Alignment, It Can
Likely Affect
Something Else.

www.burwoodbackpain.com.au 02 9744 7693
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It’s A
Deal!
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5 Steps To Effective

Leadership
Negotiating

It’s A
Deal!

By Richard Brody

Continued from page ferentiating your wish Richard has owned EzineArticles.com/
- list from the true ne- businesses, been a expert/Richard_Bro3.
COO, CEO, Director dy/492539
cessities!
of Development, con5. Strive for excel- If a leader strives for sultant, professionally
excellence, rather than run events, consulted
lence:
good - enough, he be- to thousands of leadIf you’ve commit- gins by thoroughly ers, and conducted
ted to these first four doing his homework, personal development
steps and desire vi- being fully prepared seminars, for 4 decable solutions, which for eventualities and ades.
will assist, making a understanding what
difference/ change for his so - called adver- Rich has written three
the better, you will saries want (as oppose books and thousands
of articles. His comoptimize your oppor- to need)!
pany, PLAN2LEAD,
tunities and probabilities, to consistently Using the 5 steps, en- LLC has an informanegotiate, both from hances one’s poten- tive website http://
and
strength, as well as in tial to be an effective plan2lead.net
a knowledgable man- leadership negotiator! Plan2lead can also be
Will you commit to followed on Facebook
ner.
the time, effort and re- http://facebook.com/
This means, knowing sponsibilities/ necessi- Plan2lead
the process, needs, ties of doing so?
Article Source: https://
expectations, and dif-
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“Can You Stand And Fight Or Do You Just Run?”

Rhett Junker

Let Rhett Junker Founder,
Fight Rite Gym teach you
how to stand and fight
back against the bullies of
life...
Rhett has been Training
in the Martial Arts for 37
years, now teaching for
over 20 years. Rhett originally began training in
Judo at age 10 but soon
moved on to Tae Kwon Do
which he stayed with until
he was 17. At 17 he joined

the
Australian Regular
Army and after basic training was posted to Melbourne. After searching
the entire city Rhett found
Mr. Bob Jones, the Founder of Zen Do Kai, who he
began to train with and 30
years later is still a student
of and Chief Instructor for
Zen Do Kai in NSW.

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

http://www.fightrite.com.au
Contact Us:

1st Floor Cnr Sunnyholt and Tattersall Roads
Blacktown NSW 2148
02 9831 4407 (+61 2 9831 4407)
0419 915 509 (+61 419 915 509)
General enquires: info@fightrite.com.au
Rhett: rhett@fightrite.com.au
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Why Choose Healthelicious
Energy Bars?
By Tom Grimshaw

Please Click On The Picture To Watch The Video

To Order Your Energy Bars Please Go To:

http://www.healthelicious.com.au

orders@healthelicious.com.au
telephone: +61 (0)2 9552 3311
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Dear Readers, Please Get Behind A Great
Youth Radio Station In Perth Western
Australia That’s Making A Difference

http://www.youthjamradio.com

Perth’s Positive
Alternative
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Attention All Women
Would You Like To Rebalance The Income
Injustices That You Have Been Suffering From
For Over 200+ Years And Tip The Scales Back
In Your Favour And Regain Your
Rightful Equality?
$100,000

$100,000

Equal Income
Is Your Right

Join For Free Today And Take Back
Your Rights To Income Equality

Step 1 Watch The 3 1/2 Minute Video @
https://thegoodnewsnp.com.au/wealthfortheworkers/

Step 2 Register For Free Here:
https://thegoodnewsnp.com.au/registration/

Then Spread The Word To The Women Of The World
Incomes Are Not Guaranteed And Depend On Each Team Member Helping Others Succeed And Paying For Their E.Book Products And Doing The Work
When Asked To Do So. Monthly Cost $165 incl gst. See Above Website For Terms And Conditions. ABN: 90 238 838 578
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Why Suffer? Be Happy Again

Get

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

To Buy This Book For Just $17
Simply Click
On The Affiliate Link Below

http://abd671shio292q4jseo3vq9t07.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=DSH
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A Few Golden Tips Needed
When Making The Perfect
Roast Lamb

pounds.)
With a sharp knife
prick the lamb about
2 inches deep all over
and fill with garlic
cloves (taken out of
its skin.) Also add
some leaves of roseYou can get a butcher mary and and include
to take off the bone with the garlic.
for you and to lace
it up with the twine, I like to squeeze lemhowever, I never mind on juice all over the
the bone in with mine, leg of lamb and rub in
but this is up to you.
some oil, and sprinkle
with sea salt and some
Firstly the ingredi- pepper.
ents:
Place the leg of lamb
A nice size leg of on a rack so it is not
lamb around 2 kilos touching the bottom
(around 4 and a half of the pan. This allows
I have been shown
quite a few different
styles on how to make
a leg of lamb taste
amazing and I would
like to share them
with you.

of lamb: rare, medium
or very well cooked.
Personally I prefer mine thoroughly
cooked.
Also you can cook
your leg of lamb very
slowly or quicker,
You can also turn again it is up to your
the leg about three taste buds!
quarters of the way
through to ensure it is If you want a very
looking good on both slow cook, you can
sides and just about have the oven turned
15 mins before it is down quite low over a
completed, turn up the 4 hour period and begas to about 200 C to lieve me this will ensure that the meat of
brown.
the lamb literally falls
off the bone.
Cooking time:
This depends a lot on
how you like your leg After cooking, leave
air flow as well. You
can use some of the
juices for the gravy after the lamb has been
roasted. Also you can
add some water in the
bottom of the pan.

the leg of lamb sitting with foil over it
for about 20 minutes
before serving. This
allows juices to flow
through the lamb and
settle and not escape.
If you want a lamb
cooked quicker, you
can have it on for
around 2 hours at a
higher rate:
As a general rule
lamb dishes require
slow cooking in an
oven at 160 - 180ºC
for 2 hours depending
on the size. I cook my
2 kilo roast lamb for 2
hours.

For me, I like a 2 hour
cook for a leg of lamb,
however, I like mine
thoroughly cooked.
Cook your leg of lamb
to your taste.
Enjoy!!! Cath White
Executive
Director The Good News
Newspaper.
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Quote Of The Week!
see how you can apply it to make your LIFE and
other people’s lives better.

“The Only Buttons You Should
Press Are The Ones That You
Know Will Create Happiness,
Peace And Not A War”
Derek White © April 2018
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By Cath White

And Some Very Hot Tips
For Business Growth
In this short article
we will cover just the
first point, Statistics.
I remember when I
had to sell my business many years ago,
when I was moving up
to Sydney from MelContinued from the bourne in Australia. I
front page.
had three days to sell
my business before I
A few years ago, I was to depart.
implemented an administrative
train- Time was tight. I
ing program that put called for an apin basic administra- praisal by a profestive know-how into sional business sella business that I was ing agent, who gave
running that enabled me the figure that I
me to 4 X the value of should expect for the
my business and sell sale of my business.
it in 3 Days.
I ensured all of my
There Are 5 Very Hot statistics were shown
And Important Areas on a graph to the poOf Business Knowl- tential buyers coveredge That Any Busi- ing a three year peness Owner In Any riod showing growth
Business Must Know right throughout that
If They Really Want time period, with apTo Have Success.
proximately ten different statistics.
We Cover These 5
Hot Points In Great The potential buyers
Detail In Our Busi- were delighted and I
ness Training Webi- sold my business for
nar.
4 times what the professional agent said I
They are: Statistics, would have received
Organising
Board, if he had sold it. I beCommunication Cen- lieve it was the statre, Financial Plan- tistical evidence that
ning
And Much won the purchasMuch More.

value as a

ers over. So! It liter- productive staff mem- curity for
a staff
ally pays you to keep ber in their position in member who
per
statistics!
your business.
their statistics is producing the products
I remember another The
positions are of their job in good
time when I wasn’t from the top of the amounts or in abunfeeling so good and business right through dance.
I felt things weren’t to the cleaner (if there
quite right, and I real- is one) and on down. There are
many,
ised I hadn’t logged
many more tips to be
my statistics for a Every single person in discovered from this
couple of weeks. So any given business is wealth of informaI set about doing this supposed to produce tion that can hugely
and found that I had their products of the benefit a business
hit a ‘highest ever’ on position in as high a owner and all the
my Gross Income and quality and volume as staff in that business.
hadn’t even realised possible, so instead
it! I have to say that of “thinking” that a My husband Derek
immediately I felt a person is perhaps not and I are soon goLOT better!
doing as good a job ing to be putting on
as someone is saying, Business
Training
Statistics are but one you just look at their Webinars which will
of the many tools products and their sta- go over these 5 main
that are the organisa- tistics and that is how very ‘hot’ areas’ that
tional tools of man- you can judge!
are needed to be opagement which are
erational in any busicovered in our webi- It takes out all of the ness in order for that
nar.
‘opinion’ from a work business to be sucplace, as that ‘opinion cessful.
There are very basic can be quite ‘damagfundamental
steps ing.’ If a person is Very exciting stuff!!!
also in this program. producing the prod- We are also going to
ucts of their position hold business meetThere are some es- in high volume, they ings weekly (Busisential
indicators in fact should be re- ness Expansion Club)
that you as a busi- warded! (Certainly which will be runness owner should re- not fired!)
ning in Chatswood
ally know, that really
around 12 noon each
show the worth of So a well-run organi- Wednesday (in NSW
a staff member who sation has a lot of se Australia). Anyone
portrays their actual
who is interested

please email me on
cath@thegoodnewnp.
com.au and I will give
further details.
Have you recently
looked at the faces of
any really successful people?
Don’t
they just beam? It’s
as if they have really,
thoroughly lived life!
These people look
worldly. Their happy experiences glow
across their features
of their face.
They flourish and it
shows.
They usually have the brightest smiles and break
out in their smiles
frequently brightening up their looks and
those around them.
Let’s face it…success
shows and it suits
YOU!
All the best,
Cath and Derek White
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An Introduction To Banjo
Geoffrey
(Please Click On The Picture To Play The Video)

For Bookings Please Call Or Text Geoffrey On 0434 544 181

Welcome To The Start Of Your“Banjo Journey”
You have started on a
wonderful journey of
discovery. In your first
block of lessons you will
begin with the basics.
By basics we mean the
fundementals of hand
positions, picking patterns, timing and rythm.
Some student travelers
take longer than others.
Be patient and practice
well.
Once you have mastered
these basics you will
have laid the foundations of your musical
road. From there you can
choose to travel alone or
with a guide.
Listen, watch and learn

from your guide and you Rhythm, timing & prowill travel well. The road gress assessment.
begins...Start!!
Lesson 5:
Assessments, review of
picking patterns, rhythm
Lesson Block 1.
Introductions, hand posi- and timing.
tions and basic picking
patterns.
In the
above lesson
block you will be introduced to your first tune
Lesson 2:
whether it is three-finger
Hand positions, progress, scruggs style or Dropmore picking patterns, thumb Mountain 2 finger.
progress.
Depending on your pracAssessment.
tice and determination
you should be making
Lesson 3:
some progress towards
playing your first tune
Progress in picking tec- with a reasonable degree
of confidence.
niques.
Lesson 4:
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Meet Mischief
Amazing nature
adore a furry comMedium
Female panion to be her
Kelpie Mix Dog
brother or sister as
she is okay around
We’d like you to both female and
meet Mischief - a male dogs.
1 year old black
Kelpie mix with She is also very
the most gorgeous, people-orientated
loyal and intelligent (watch those Kelpie
temperament. She’s ears perk up when
a happy, go-lucky you’re talking to
young pup who will her!) and loves to
steal your heart with be where you are
her energetic nature so she will need to
and love for head be allowed inside to
scratches and cud- spend time with you.
dles.
She’s an extremeMischief is on the ly affectionate pup
lookout for an active with a cheeky, lovefamily to call her able nature where
own. Her training is she’d love some
still in progress but extra training with
her perfect recall her new family once
proves her fiercely she’s settled in.
loyal nature.
As a working breed,
If running around Mischief would suit
at the park chasing an active person
birds was an Olym- with an active lifepic sport, Mischief style and someone
would win gold prepared to stimuhands down!
late her physically
and mentally.
Mischief loves both If you’d like to find
humans and other out more about Misdogs. She would chief to see if she

would suit your
family, please send
us a message.
Adoption details
Enquire about this
pet
Available for interstate adoption
Rescue group:
Kitt Kat Care
PetRescue ID:
610171
Location:
Holland Park, QLD
Age:
1 year 2 months
Adoption fee:
$525
Desexed:
Yes
Vaccinated:
Yes
Wormed:
Yes
Heartworm treated:
Yes
Rescue group:
Kitt Kat Care
Last updated on
April 23, 2018 16:20
Report listing

For Adoption Enquiries
Please Call 0435 197 042
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Crosswords + Puzzles

CROSSWORD And Sudoku Puzzles thanks to Cath
ED of TGNNP

To keep your mind tuned up and ready for action.
How Tuned Up Is Your Mind? Here Is This Week’s 179th Edition Crossword.

Last Week’s Solution.

Across

1

1 the most angry
of them all (8)

15

24 verifying (10)
27 abbr Old English
(2)
28 neither one or
the other (3)
29 toward (2)
30 indefinite article
(2)
31 position to the
right or left of
something (4)
Down

12

7

13

8

14

16
18

20

21

24

29

22

25

30

23
26

27

15 not forseen (10)

21 expressing
hesitation or
pause in speech
(2)

6

19

13 abbr USA
Entertainment
and sports
Programming
network (4)

20 yes in Italian (2)

5

17

11 vessel or duct (3)

19 more pleasant
than another (5)

4
10

11

10 slang for no (4)

18 hot drink (pl) (4)

3

9

9 card game (3)

17 spoil the
appearance of
something (3)

2

28
31

6 across all the
shades of colour
(8)
7 type of fly (5)
8 sum of money
saved (pl) (5)
12 chopping
implement (USA
spelling) (2)
14 ... in a pod (4)
16 abbr not
applicable (2)
20 therefore (2)
22 opposite of maxi
skirt (4)
23 monster (4)
24 small bed for a
baby (3)
25 concerning (2)
26 bob one's head in
agreement (3)

1 a season (6)
2 abbr no name (2)
3 managing (9)
4 close
examination (10)
5 abbr executive
order (2)
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Crosswords + Puzzles

CROSSWORD And Sudoku Puzzles thanks to Cath
ED of TGNNP

To keep your mind tuned up and ready for action.

Easy 179th

Sudoku

Medium 179th

Hard 179th

Last week’s solutions 178 th Edition

Easy

Medium

Hard
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Crosswords + Puzzles

Word Search 179th Edition

178th Edition Word
Search Solution
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10 Things That Will

Happen To Your Body If You
Walk Each Day
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To Find The Artist In You
Buy And Read This Book
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Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com
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Classified Advertising 02 9837 4443
Whole Page Advertising With Full Colour: $50 plus gst Per
Week ($55.00)
Picture thanks to www.pixabay.com

Half Page Advertising
With Full Colour $25 plus
gst Per Week ($27.50)

Quarter Page Advertising
With Full Colour $12.50 plus
gst Per Week

1/3rd Of A Page Advertising With Full Colour

= $6.25 plus gst Per Week ($6.87)

1/6th Of A Page Advertising
With Full Colour
$3.12 plus gst Per Week ($3.43)
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Do You Want To Listen To
Some Positive Talk Radio With
Solutions Offered?
130th Edition 4th April 2017

Then Tune Into
www.healthylife.net
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